In our previous study, we proposed a deceleration for collision avoidance (DCA) as an index to evaluate a collision risk against forward obstacles. The calculation process of DCA assumed that a following vehicle performs an uniform motion within a driver's constant reaction time; the assumption causes underestimation of the collision risk when the following vehicle accelerates and overestimation when it decelerates. This paper shows an improved calculation method of DCA based on an expanded assumption that the following vehicle keeps an uniformly-accelerated motion within the reaction time. The numerical simulation is performed to show that the improved DCA evaluates the collision risk properly compared to the conventional DCA, and driving simulator experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of a forward obstacles collision warning system (FOCWS) based on the improved DCA.
INTRODUCTION
We proposed a deceleration for collision avoidance (DCA) as an index to evaluate a collision risk against forward obstacles [1] , and examined effectiveness of a forward obstacles collision warning system (FOCWS) based on DCA [2] . In a calculation process of the DCA, we assumed that a following vehicle performs an uniform motion within a driver's reaction time in order to reduce calculation amount.
However, the assumption causes underestimation of the collision risk when the following vehicle accelerates and overestimation when it decelerates. For more accurate estimation, this paper calculates the DCA on the assumption that the following vehicle keeps an uniformlyaccelerated motion within the reaction time, and performs numerical simulations to demonstrate that the improved DCA can evaluate the collision risk properly compared to the conventional DCA. Moreover, a FOCWS based on the improved DCA is also proposed, and driving simulator experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the FOCWS. Figure 1 represents variables used in the present paper. The preceding vehicle is drawn as the forward obstacle. This paper adopts the same variables defined in the previous study [3] .
DECELERATION FOR COLLISION AVOIDANCE

Principle symbols
As shown in Fig. 1 , the reference points of a following vehicle (FV) and a preceding vehicle (PV) are defined following vehicle (FV) preceding vehicle (PV) as a tip and a rear-end of the vehicles respectively. The positions, velocities, and accelerations of FV and PV are defined as x f , v f , a f , x p , v p , a p and the relative position, relative velocity, and relative acceleration are defined as x r , v r , a r . Note that the relative position x r (= x f − x p ) becomes negative when FV is behind PV. Therefore, the inter-vehicular distance of the following state can be calculated by multiplying the relative distance x r by minus. The relative velocity v r is defined as positive when the FV's velocity is higher than the PV's velocity. The relative acceleration a r is defined as positive when both vehicles accelerate and the FV's acceleration is higher than the PV's acceleration, or when both vehicles decelerate and the FV's deceleration is lower than the PV's deceleration.
Outline of DCA
The DCA is a minimum required deceleration of FV to avoid a collision with PV. The DCA in a case where PV maintains its current acceleration is defined as an overt DCA (ODCA), and that in a case where it will decelerate abruptly is defined as a potential DCA (PDCA). This paper assumes that the velocity and acceleration of the PV and FV, and the inter-vehicular distance can be measured accurately without time delay. From here on, the DCA proposed in the previous paper [1, 2] is called a "conventional DCA", and the DCA proposed in this paper is called an "improved DCA."
The calculation process of the DCA requires the reaction time of the FV's driver. Note that the "reaction" in this context means the process from the moment when the driver intend to react to the moment when the action finishes. The conventional DCA assumed that FV maintains its current velocity within the reaction time. On the other hand, the improved DCA assumes that FV maintains its current acceleration within the reaction time. Moreover, in the conventional DCA, the driver's reaction time is assumed to be constant 1.2 [s] . As mentioned later in SICE Annual Conference 2011 September 13-18, 2011, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan Sec. 2.5, the improved DCA shortens the reaction time to 0.2[s] only in the case when the brake pedal is depressed by the driver.
ODCA (Overt DCA)
Basic formula
The current time is set to zero, and x p0 , v p0 and x f 0 , v f 0 describe the positions and velocities of PV and FV at that time, respectively. Here, assume that PV starts an uniformly-accelerated motion with acceleration a p0 , and FV performs an uniformly-accelerated motion with acceleration a f 0 within the driver's reaction time T and an uniformly-accelerated motion with acceleration a fT after the reaction time T . The velocities v p (t), v f (t) and positions x p (t), x f (t) can be expressed as follows.
PV (Preceding vehicle)
⎧ ⎨ ⎩ v p (t) = v p0 + a p0 t x p (t) = x p0 + v p0 t + 1 2 a p0 t 2(1)
FV (Following vehicle)
2.3.2 Condition to prevent collision within the driver's reaction time As mentioned above, the DCA is defined based on the assumption that FV starts to decelerate after the reaction time T . Therefore, the driver cannot avoid the collision in a case where the collision will occur during the reaction time, even if the FOCWS provides a warning. The condition for collision avoidance within the reaction time T is that the position of FV at time T is behind the position of PV. In other words, the relative position at time T has to be minus.
Substitution of Eqs. (1) and (2) into this inequality yields
where
Here, we consider two cases: 1) PV travels at a constant velocity or accelerates ( Fig. 2 (a) , (b)), and 2) PV decelerates ( Fig. 2 (c), (d) ).
All four cases in Fig. 2 assume that the driver's reaction time is 1.2[s], and that FV performs an uniform motion (a f 0 = 0 (t < T)) within the reaction time. Note that Fig. 2 (1) and (2), the relative position x r (t) at time t (> T ) can be described as
When the inequality of Eq. (4) is satisfied, the condition to avoid the collision between the two vehicles is that the two curves of quadratics x f (t) and x p (t) must not cross. That is to say, the equation x r (t) = 0 must not have a solution.
Satisfaction of the inequality of Eq. (4) yields that the 4th term of right side of Eq. (6) becomes negative. Therefore, a negative discriminant of Eq. (6) leads to the following inequality.
Note that the acceleration a f 1 becomes positive when the two vehicles will not collision even they continue accelerating, as long as FV's acceleration is smaller than a f 1 .
In such a case, ODCA (α o ) is defined as zero. Here let us consider the cases where PV performs an uniform motion ( Fig. 2 (a) ) or accelerates ( Fig. 2 (b) ). When PV's velocity is faster than that of FV at time T , α o becomes zero because the collision will not occur even if the following vehicle will not decelerate. In the case of
2.3.4 Case 2: PV decelerates Next, let us consider the case where PV decelerates. In the case when FV finishes decelerating before PV stops, a collision will not happen when the inequality of Eq. (7) is satisfied ( Fig. 2 (c) ). It is equivalent to the condition that the curves of quadratics x f (t) and x p (t) do not cross. Figure 2 (d) illustrates a special case in which the collision can be avoided even if the two curves cross. The right part from the apexes of the curves indicate that the vehicle is stopping, and the inter-vehicular distance is positive when the two vehicles stop. This means that a collision is avoided.
Here, let us calculate the condition that the two curves contact in the range of T < t ≤ − vp0 ap0 , as shown in Fig.  2 (c). A solution of x r (t) = 0 is defined as t 1 . Substitution of the condition that the deceleration of FV satisfies a f 0 = a f 1 into the solution yield
Next, let us consider the ODCA in the case where the inequality of Eq. (9) is not satisfied. As mentioned above, in order to avoid a collision in this case, the intervehicular distance has to be larger than zero when the both vehicles stop.
2-1) In the case where FV's velocity at time T is larger than zero:
The stopping distance of FV and PV are −
2ap0 , respectively. Therefore, the following inequality is derived:
Consequently, the collision would be avoided if FV's acceleration satisfies the following inequality:
2-2) In the case where FV's velocity at time T is smaller than zero: FV would stop within the reaction time T , and then α o = 0 is defined as zero.
Hence, ODCA in the case PV decelerates can be expressed by
where t 1 , a f 2 are defined by
PDCA (Potential DCA)
PDCA is defined as the DCA on the assumption that PV suddenly starts to decelerate with a constant deceleration 0. 
where a 
where a �� f 1 describes a f 1 when zero is substitued into v p0 and a p0 .
Driver's reaction time
In the previous paper [1] , the driver's reaction time T was defined by a constant value 1.21[s]. It is because the simulator experiments revealed that the value was a 90 percentile of the reaction time when the driver moved their right foot from a gas pedal to a brake pedal.
However, in the situation where the brake pedal is already depressed and the vehicle decelerates, the reaction time will be smaller than the above mentioned value. Therefore, the present paper proposes a new setting of the reaction time defined by
where b r represents a degree of a brake pedal depression (0 ≤ b r ≤ 1).
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Conditions of simulation
The analysis of the data of rear-end accident or nearaccident recorded by video drive recorder reported that many accidents occur in the situation where PV suddenly performs abrupt deceleration right after finishing acceleration [4] . When PV is accelerating, the FV's driver would tend to accelerate to follow it assuming that PV continues to accelerate. In such a case, the brake reaction distance of FV would be longer compared to the case where PV travels at constant velocity. Therefore, the FOCWS is desired to evaluate the collision risk properly even in such a situation.
This section compares three types of collision risk evaluation indices in the numerical simulation: 1) Conventional ODCA, PDCA proposed in previous study [1] (ODCA0, PDCA0 in the figures), 2) Improved ODCA, PDCA proposed in this paper (ODCA1, PDCA1 in the figures), 3) TTC (Time to collision: −x r /v r ). At first, FV follows PV under the situation where both vehicles accelerate. Then PV performs abrupt deceleration. After that, FV decelerates.
In the calculation process of ODCA0 and PDCA0, the reaction time T is fixed to be 1. 
Simulation results and discussion
3.2.1 Case A: FV follows PV in the situation where both are accelerating As shown in Fig. 4 (a) , the value of TTC is negative while FV is slower than PV, and therefore it cannot evaluate the collision risk. TTC becomes positive after FV's velocity exceeds PV's, and sudden drop of the value represents the collision risk becomes high.
Next, let us discuss ODCA. Therefore, FOCWS based on ODCA1 could provide a collision warning earlier than the previous system.
As shown in Fig. 4 (c) , PDCA always becomes positive until 4[s], the time when PV starts deceleration. It means that a certain deceleration is required to avoid collision if PV will decelerate abruptly, and this is the representation of the feature of PDCA which evaluates the potential risk. Moreover, the value of PDCA1 is larger than that of PDCA0 in this time interval, and the result indicates that the improved PDCA evaluates the potential collision risk more properly because it considers FV's current acceleration.
Case B: FV decelerates after PV's abrupt deceleration Next, let us consider the time series of the indices from 5[s] (case1) or 5.5[s] (case2) when FV starts deceleration in response to PV's deceleration.
In the case of TTC, the value continues to decrease after FV starts deceleration. It means that TTC does not reflect the driver's deceleration behavior which is enough to avoid collision.
As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the both values of ODCA0 and ODCA1 decrease as FV decelerates, and they converge to zero in case1 where FV starts deceleration earlier than the reaction time (1.2[s] ). Moreover, ODCA1 is smaller than ODCA0 because the calculation of ODCA1 takes into account FV's current deceleration, while that of ODCA0 is based on the assumption that FV maintains current velocity within the reaction time 1.2[s]. The result represents that ODCA1 evaluates the collision risk more properly because it reflects the driver's deceleration behavior.
In the case2 where FV decelerates after the reaction time, the improved ODCA decreases immediately as FV decelerates and converges to zero, while the conventional ODCA saturates at the upper limit value.
3.2.3
The effect of the reaction time setting when FV decelerates Here, we consider the effect of changing the reaction time T in the calculation process of DCA when the driver depresses the brake pedal. Figure 5 shows the time series of the ODCA1 whose reaction time T is calculated by Eq. (17) and an ODCA1' whose reaction time is fixed to be 1. the case where the FOCWS provides the ODCA1' value to the driver via the visual interface and he/she intends to release the brake pedal earlier than the assumed reaction time of ODCA1' (1.2[s] ), the value of ODCA1' would inversely increase in the moment the brake pedal is released. Therefore, the assumed reaction time should be estimated based on the actual behavior in order to avoid the problem.
DRIVING SIMULATOR EXPERIMENTS
In this section, a novel FOCWS based on the improved DCA (DCA-FOCWS) is proposed and driving simulator experiments are performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed FOCWS in the situation where PV decelerates abruptly.
FOCWS based on DCA (DCA-FOCWS)
DCA-FOCWS proposed in the previous study
In the driving simulator experiment performed in our previous study [2] , a FOCWS based on the conventional DCA was provided to the experimental subjects. It displays a real-time visual interface as shown in Fig. 7(a) at a center of meter display, and it also provides a collision warning. The visual interface consists of an inner yellow bar that represents PDCA value α p and an outer red bar that represents ODCA value α o . The bars expand and contract vertically, and the top and bottom of the bars indicate 0 and 6.0[m/s 2 ] respectively. The collision warning is provided while the red bar (ODCA) exceeds the 
DCA-FOCWS proposed in the present study
The previous experiment also suggested that the visual interface would cause some drivers' confusions about a mental model of the interface. For example, an experimental subject answered to the questionnaire about the interface after the experiment; "I did not understand whether I should watch out for the red or the yellow bar." Therefore, in this study, we partly modify the visual interface as shown in Fig. 7 
FOCWS based on TTC (TTC-FOCWS)
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the DCA-FOCWS, we prepared a FOCWS based on the TTC, called a TTC-FOCWS (Fig. 7 (c) ). An orange bar represents the TTC value. The top and bottom indicate 0 and 12[s] in order to conform the elastic direction of the bar and the threshold-line of collision warning to those of DCA-FOCWS. The collision warning is provided while TTC is smaller than 4.0[s].
Experimental conditions
The subjects were twelve males and four females, ranging in age from 20 to 36 (Ave. 26.1 yrs). They drove a virtual vehicle along an experimental course consisting of a two-lane one-way straight road, the width and length of which are 7[m] and approximately 6[km], respectively. The road surface friction coefficient was set as 6.0. As shown in Fig. 8 (a) , a subject's vehicle (SV) was to run in the left lane and two vehicles ran in the same direction; A preceding vehicle (PV) ran in front of SV and a We determined eight evaluation sections which includes one dangerous deceleration pattern. In the case where SV was far from PV, the deceleration event designed not to occur. PV performed acceleration or deceleration within the range from 0. 
Instructions for experimental subjects
All subjects were given the following instructions. As for 3), the right edge of the meter display turns yellow when SV is too far from FV ( Fig. 8 (b) ). Then, we added the instruction: "Accelerate to shorten the intervehicular distance to PV when this sign turns on."
As for 4), the subjects were requested to perform the mental arithmetic task as a sub-task. It requires them to memorize two numbers of 1∼9 announced in every 2 seconds, and to answer the summation in verbal.
Experimental procedure
First, all subjects performed practice drivings in order to familiarize themselves with the driving simulator environment. After that, they drove their vehicles in three types of driving conditions as follows: In TTC-condition and DCA-condition, all subjects were allowed to perform practice driving to familiarize themselves with FOCWS after an explanation about the system. In the process, they experienced the behavior of the visual interface and collision warning by using autorunning demonstration. And they also used the FOCWS by themselves for several times. Table 1 shows the number of collision (average of all subjects) in all evaluation sections of each driving condition. Note that each pattern occurs twice per each driving condition. The one-way ANOVA revealed that the main effect of the driving condition was significant (F (2, 30) = 4.33, p < .05). And, Shaffer's multiple comparison test clarified that the number of collision of DCA-condition is statistically smaller than that of w/ocondition and TTC-condition at 5% level. This result indicates that the DCA-FOCWS is effective to reduce collision. Table 2 shows the brake-on TTC (average of all subjects). The "brake-on TTC" represents the value of TTC at the moment when the FV's driver depresses the brake pedal as a reaction to the abrupt deceleration of PV. However, the data is not counted in the case where the brake pedal was already depressed before PV starts deceleration. The one-way ANOVA revealed that the main effect of the driving condition was significant (F (2, 30) = 12.91, p < .001). And, the multiple comparison test clarified that the brake-on TTC of DCA-condition is statistically larger than that of other two conditions at 5% level. This means that the provision of DCA-FOCWS contributed to shorten the reaction time of drivers, and then the TTC at the moment they took avoidance behavior became safer value.
Experimental results and discussion
Results of collision avoidance
Figures 9 and 10 show the number of collision and brake-on TTC classified according to the deceleration pattern of PV. The two-way ANOVA for the results revealed that the interaction between the driving condition and the deceleration pattern was significant in the number of collision (F (6, 90) = 3.45, p < .01) and in the brake-on TTC (F (6, 90) = 3.84, p < .01). The main ef- The results suggest that the DCA-FOCWS was very effective for collision avoidance especially in Pattern 1. In this pattern, PV decelerates abruptly right after it has accelerated to 80[km/h], and SV would accelerate to follow PV while it is accelerating. The improved DCA proposed in this paper reflects the current acceleration of SV, so the collision warning can be provided earlier in the case where SV is accelerating. It seems that the collision warning was immediately provided against PV's abrupt deceleration, and it contributed to reduce collision by shortening of the driver's reaction time.
TTC-FOCWS was somewhat effective for collision avoidance in Pattern 1, but not so effective as DCA-FOCWS. When PV is accelerating, the velocity of SV would be slower than that of PV and the relative velocity v r becomes negative. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1, TTC cannot evaluate the collision risk in the case. In other words, TTC-FOCWS cannot provide the collision warn- 2 ] (in all sections for evaluation) for the four subjects. It depicts that the time are greatly reduced in DCA-condition. The trend would be seen only in the four subjects because the average time of all subjects in w/o-condition, TTC-condition and DCA-condition are 207.8, 227.9, and 204.5[s], respectively. Moreover, Table 4 shows that the number of collision about the four subjects are also reduced in DCAcondition.
Consequently, the experimental results suggest that the four subjects could reduce the number of collisions because they could keep the safer inter-vehicular distance by adjusting of PDCA in lower value so as not to turn on the yellow frame.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an improved deceleration for collision avoidance. The improvement points are summarized as follows:
1) It is assumed that FV performs the uniformlyaccelerated motion with FV's current acceleration within the reaction time.
2) The driver's reaction time is defined as 0. 2[s] in the situation where the brake pedal is depressed and FV decelerates.
These improvements would reflect the actual behavior of the drivers properly, and the numerical simulations indicated that the improved DCA could evaluate the collision risk more properly compared to the conventional DCA. Moreover, we newly proposed the FOCWS based on the improved DCA and performed the driving simulator experiments under the situation where PV decelerates abruptly. The experimental results showed that the FOCWS based on the improved DCA would be effective to avoid the collisions.
